Fish hook injury: an easy removal using the string yank technique
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DESCRIPTION
An embedded fish hook injury is a tough condition for clinical decision-making, as it needs to be determined whether to advance the hook or to pull it out. Patients or their friends usually attempt to remove a fish hook, causing more soft tissue trauma. There are many different sizes and types of fish hooks, and the four main techniques for their removal are (1) retrograde technique for barbless and superficially embedded hooks, (2) needle cover technique for large hooks with a single barb, (3) advance and cut technique for large fish hooks with potential additional trauma and (4) string yank technique for superficially embedded, small-sized to medium-sized fish hooks. The technique of removal should be selected based on the size and shape of a fish hook and the anatomical condition of the injury. Here, we report a useful technique for primary care physicians, accompanied by an instructional video given in the online supplementary data.

A 62-year-old Japanese nurse suffered from a fish hook injury while fishing, with the hook lodging in her right index finger. She came to a primary care emergency clinic after several unsuccessful attempts for removal by her husband for an hour after the injury. Bleeding from the injury site ceased. We performed the string yank technique (see the video in the online supplementary data).

First, we carefully assessed the depth of the fish hook and the condition of the surrounding tissue before attempting the removal. Next, we tied a tough string, such as silk suture (2–0 gauge) loosely around the middle part of the hook. Then, we stabilised the body of the embedded hook on a flat surface and applied downward pressure to the distant pole of the hook so that it lay against the skin. Finally, while depressing the distal portion of the shaft and keeping it parallel to the underlying skin, we yanked the string quickly and firmly to extract the hook.

Physicians and bystanders should remain out of the hook’s line of flight and should always use a protective eye wear, because the hook may come out with significant velocity. The injured site should be cleaned with iodine or hexachlorophene solution before and after the procedure.

This string yank technique is helpful in primary care clinical settings for removing a superficially embedded, small-sized to medium-sized fish hook from skin, since it only cause minimal tissue trauma and rarely requires anaesthesia. However, it cannot be performed on parts of the body that are not fixed (eg, earlobe or eyelid).

Learning points
- String yank technique for fish hook injury can be performed easily in the field and in any clinical setting.
- String yank technique works best when removing a superficially embedded, small-sized to medium-sized fish hook from skin.
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